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Vienna Cycle Chic

This is Paul. Paul in front of the Viennese Belvedere and – most important: Paul on his bike!.
Paul is the author of the one-and-only Viennese blog bringing cycle-chic to our minds and preparing the interested
reader with information around biking. On his blog radl chic you can see stylish people in the Viennese city riding their
bikes, but also snap-shots of cyclists fighting against the snow storms which give all passionate cyclists a rough time.
Bicycling enriches our life and, furthermore, is one of the most uncomplicated ways to explore urban space. This is Paul`s
philosophy:

Cycling in the city is not about speed. It is not about riding from a to b. It is the lifestyle to be on the road with a bike. To be
on the street, the bike lane with the cheapest means of transportation, your own muscular strength. Riding through the car
traffic with the calmness of the superior, with the cosiness and the motto “The journey is the reward”.
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credits: radl chic

by Carmen Rüter
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